Abstract-A prototype of skin cancer detection system for melanoma diagnoses in early stages is very important. In this paper, a novel technique is proposed for Skin malignant growth identification based on feature parameters, color shading histogram, to improve the diagnosis method by optimizing the ABCD formula. Features are extracted like Shape, Statistical, GLCM texture, Color, Wavelet transform, Texture. Once the features are extracted we found the most prominent features by assigning a rank. We have calculated parameters such as sensitivity, specificity, accuracy for checking the imperceptibility and robustness of the proposed approach. Also, Correlation analysis is made between traditional and proposed TDS equation using Karl Pearson's method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cancer is an anomalous cell development. In contrast to typical cells, malignant cells are grown to develop and shape in to new strange cells. In the same way, skin cancer is an anomalous development of melanocytic cells in the skin. These melanocytic cells produce melanin, when it is exposed to harmful radiations, the external parameters like Ultraviolet radiations and hereditary variables will cause harm to DNA cells which in turn results in the creation of strange melanocytic cells and they group together to shape harmful development. Because of the malignant growth of the melanocytic cells, skin cancer is also called Melanoma. The early stage of melanoma is very hard to recognize based on the grounds of threatening melanoma which can impart numerous clinical highlights to an atypical nevus. A few examinations have portrayed symptomatic precision rates extending from 50-75%, demonstrating a requirement for extra indicative apparatuses. The presentation of Dermoscopy, named as Epiluminescence microscopy (ELM), has opened another measurement in the examination of pigmented skin sores and particularly, in the distinguishing proof of the early period of cutaneous harmful melanoma [1] , [2] . Despite the fact that Dermoscopy enhances the analytic precision for melanoma, it cannot supplant histopathology examination. Some lesions, especially early melanomas, may lack specific Dermoscopy features and are difficult to diagnose. This paper includes images of melanomas with multiple characteristic features to identify the cause for melanoma. Owing to their characteristic, some of them are relatively featureless. The first part of the proposed system is to recognize the image whether it is benign or malignant melanoma. Developed a New TDS Equation and correlated the Existed TDS with New TDS. In the second part, ranking the prominent features of melanoma images are evaluated with the proposed ranking system. Melanoma is spreading in people of the worldwide which remains practically incurable. Hence it is necessary to have early detection of this disease to reduce the death rate. Identifying melanomas is not an easy task and despite of this known fact, there are some exclusive standards for a system Dermoscopy or ELM the assessment of pigmented skin sores with this strategy is regularly greatly subjective and complex. With the end goal to conquer the issue of subjective elucidation, techniques dependent on the numerical investigation of pigmented skin injuries such as digital Dermoscopy analysis, have been recently been developed [3] . The traditional diagnosis, dermatoscopy and interpretation evaluate forms, colors, dimensions patterns and textures. The ABCD rule, also referred to as the STOLZ method developed by Stolz et al., used to differentiate benign melanocytic lesions with melanoma by Dermoscopy. Objective mathematical definition evaluations offer stable and reproducible measurements. The length of time required for every examination is the great limitation of subjective algorithms. Subjective algorithms have been widely demonstrated to be inefficient and inconsistent with the common sense and experience of experts. To achieve an effective way of early detection of skin cancer without unnecessary skin biopsies, digital images of melanoma skin lesions have been investigated. The main objective of the diagnosis is to develop software to help clinicians practice daily. The system therefore needs to be easy to use, fast and not based on subjective assessment. As many features exist in order to identify melanoma but the main objective of the proposed system is to select the best features to identify melanoma which may be done by assigning the ranks to the extracted features. Extracted 40 attributes from a set of 6 main features where these features are trained with a linear discriminant classifier and ranked the features with highest priority mentioned in Part B.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Over the past decade, epidemiologists have expressed concern that screening could lead to the excision of inconsequential cancer, i.e. melanomas that would never have become life-threatening tumors, a phenomenon referred to by the misleading term "over diagnosis". Without any strong www.ijacsa.thesai.org evidence, speculation has been accepted throughout the world and incipient melanomas have been trivialized. Quick analysis and diagnoses are necessary when patients are in confusion state. Too many irrelevant features will not only complicate the classifier, but also reduce the accuracy of the classification. The size of the tumors is very small at an early stage, so that prediction is ambiguous. Many times, even with the good image, patients are made to wait for the doctor's appointment to diagnose, this delay which can also pose a threat to the critical condition of the patient. Some may be wrong because of human error prediction. A new method is therefore used to demonstrate the success of melanoma detection and superiority among the characteristics without any human assistance to ensure good efficiency, accurate results without biopsy. So our aim is to design, implement and test an automated knowledge-based clinical decision support system for melanoma detection and grading using soft computing techniques.
III. PROPOSED BLOCK DIAGRAM Fig. 1 represents a block diagram for melanoma identification using TDS and Features ranking based LDA classifier. The sources of images in this paper are from the ISIC-Archive and PH2 dataset [4] . Part A briefs Preprocessing, segmentation, Feature Extraction, melanoma detection using Proposed ABCD (TDS) Formula, Comparing the traditional TDS equation with Proposed TDS.
A. Melanoma Identification
For Preprocessing the digital image is given as system input. Most Dermoscopy images may contain certain unwanted particles such as thin and thick hair, air bubbles, gel and illumination effects. Therefore, robust ways to remove noise and unwanted particles have emerged. Some of these particles, like air bubble or oil, become less common when Dermoscopy are developed. The next stage of the processing involves de-noising. Median Filter is used to detect the noises present in the image. This filter identifies and eliminates the unwanted. Median filter obtains a higher PSNR value and restores the image with better image quality compared to other filters. The filtered RGB image is converted to Gray Image via Principal Component Analysis Which effectively preserves color and texture discrimination. Followed by a DWT2 for image enhancement, to obtain a multi-scale representation of the original and offer a good representation of the highfrequency components (edges) that allow the image to be represented more compactly. The Image is then subjected to segmentation. Segmentation separates suspected lesion from ordinary skin. The Sobel operator precedes the borders in which the gradient is better [5] , [6] . Asymmetry, Border Irregularity, variation in pigment color, and Dimensionality [7] are the features extracted to impose whether Traditional (original) TDS or new TDS enhances determination of melanoma. For Asymmetry (A) calculation, program gathers the border and centroid estimation of an Image. We circularly move the qualities in the range A by K to the measurement and afterward partition the picture into two sections (A and B) once by vertical line and again by even line. In the two cases, vertical and even asymmetry is resolved. To check the symmetry factor, discover the similitude between the left and right parts. Outwardly, on the off chance we pivot the left piece of the sore with 180 degrees around the vertical line and cover the left part on the right, it is possible that they are almost indistinguishable or there are diverse parts between them. Asymmetry Index (AI) will be equivalent to average of vertical and even asymmetry as follows:
The score of AI is 0, 1, 2 when the symmetry of the lesion is in both directions, one direction, asymmetry in both directions respectively. Compactness index(CI), fractal dimension, Abruptness of edge, mean and variance of pigment transition [8] are the attributes required to define for Border Irregularity of lesion. The density index (Compactness Index) is the measurement of the most popular barrier form estimated unanimously by 2D objects. Fractal measurement has qualities of self-comparability and properties of scale/estimate. Each area has a fractal which is of an alternate scale with the whole fractal. This component makes for fractal pressure systems. Measurement estimate is generally a number, as the line has measurement 1, the field has measurement 2, and the solid shape has three measurements, etc. The fractal measurement is, be that as it may, an unusual viewpoint that could be worth portions. This fractal measurement can be utilized as a picture trademark. Fractal measurements can be determined utilizing the case figuring strategy. This technique partitions the picture into boxes in various sizes (p). Utilize the crate framework, which partitions the picture into the containers in shifting sizes. N(p) is surveyed as the quantity of pixels containing parts of the damage hindrance. There are distinctive pixel sizes and p as incline fd relapse line log(p) vs log(N(p)).
Above condition was reached out to
The component of Hausdorff is a proportion of harshness and fills in as a proportion of the nearby size of a space, considering the separation between its points. Compactness Index (CI) can be determined utilizing the underneath condition, Where, P is the perimeter and A is the area of the lesion. This essential element clarifies change of skin pigmentation between the sore and encompassing skin. Sharp edge is steep perilous when blurring gradually, does not demonstrate an unsafe sore. For that, we consider part previously (i, j) of the first shading picture as the main three components are weighted a similar shading. At that point we gauge the inclination greatness of force segment luminance (lum) along the limit prior to C of the skin injury. Acquired a set of angle greatness estimation of N, e (n) (1 ≤ n ≤ N, where N is the constraining example estimate) that depicts locally the progress between the damage and setting purposes of skin on each side. To portray more globally, utilized the mean and variance of the gradient magnitude values e (n) which portrays the dimension of steepness and generic variations. Equations are listed below for luminance, mean and variance of the gradient. For Edge Abruptness sore with sporadic points of confinement (sudden edge) has a critical contrast in outspread separation. Eliminate the estimation of abnormalities by dissecting the distribution of the radial distance difference.
Where m d is the mean distance of d 2 between the point barrier centered and the G L . The score of B is 0 to 8. An early indication of melanoma is the improvement of sore shading varieties. Since melanoma cells develop in the shade of the producer, they are frequently brilliant around dark colored or dark, contingent upon the generation of the melanin color in the skin at various depths. We have made a shading histogram for dark, white, dark, dim, darker, yellow, green, barrel shaped, fuchsia hues. The entire picture is examined and the quantity of pixels having a place with every district is checked. The shade color is one of the lesion hues when the quantity of pixels surpasses 0.1 percent of the aggregate number of pixels in the sore picture. The normal sore distance across can be resolved with the diameter equation.
On the off chance that A is the area of the lesion, the measurement for a favorable sore ought to be under 6 mm. Dangerous development in width in excess of 6 mm. In Stolz algorithm [9] presented the ABCD rule and utilized by dermatologists to evaluate the danger of threat of a pigmented sore in the recognition of skin injuries. Notwithstanding its estimation speed, this empowers an increasingly objective and regenerative conclusion of skin malignancies. The traditional formula is used to determine the melanoma by using the equation. (10) The end result is 1.00 to 4.75 as benign, 4.775 to 5.45 as suspicious, more than 5.45 as malignant melanoma. A new TDS equation is formulated to diagnose melanoma which is given below in equation (11) . We assumed that the ABCD formula for computing a new TDS must be additionally a linear mixture of nine attributes [10] , [11] , [12] . The coefficients or weighting factor of new developed TDS are listed below in Table 1 . www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
On substituting the values of coefficients, the New TDS equation is obtained as 
B. Ranking the Features of Melanoma
In this part features of melanoma like Shape Features, Statistical feature , GLCM texture feature, Color feature [13] , Wavelet transform and Texture feature [14] , [15] are extracted from Images. A set of attributes were extracted from these 6 features. Area, length of the major axis, length of the small axis, centroid position and perimeter are the 5 attributes obtained from shape based characteristics. The outcome is a vector of shape highlights with five elements obtained by utilizing mat lab regionprops for segmented binary Image .Statistical features attributes are entropy, mean, standard deviation, median, skewness, and kurtosis. The output is a collection of 6 attributes from the class of Statistical features. Auto Correlation, cluster Prominence, cluster Shade, contrast, correlation, difference Entropy ,difference Variance, dissimilarity, energy, entropy, homogeneity, information Measure of Correlation 1, information Measure Of Correlation 2, inverse Difference, maximum Probability, Average, sum of Entropy, sum Of Squares Variance, Variance are the 19 elements calculated for GLCM features. The color characteristics include mean, normal derivation. These attributed are extracted with the descriptor Color Moment (CM). The common moments are mean, Standard deviation can be calculated as follows, respectively.
The mean and Standard Deviation for red, green, blue components present in the image are calculated. So a set of 6 values is obtained from color feature. For wavelet transform feature, we are using dwt2 type transform to extract 2 elements mean Coefficients, standard Coefficient features. Mean Amplitude, Mean-squared Energy are 2 attributes extracted from Texture Feature. Thus a set 40 attributes are extracted from six main features. These attributes are used as training data. LDA classifier [16] is applied on each feature resulting a vector value [17] . Classified feature output are collected and fed to the Ranking Algorithm. Rank Algorithm ranks the features in X using an independent binary classification evaluation criterion, by default a two-sample Ttest. X is a matrix in which each column is a vector observed and the number of rows corresponds to the original number of characteristics. It uses correlation information to out weight the Z value of potential characteristics using the equation.
Where RHO is the average cross correlation coefficient of absolute values between the test feature and all previously selected features. Rank features applies independent normalization across the observations for every feature. Sort the vector values in decreasing order, the highest value assigns a rank 1.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to test the Part A performance of the proposed diagnostic method, we used 82 images with 78 cancer images and 4 non -cancer images. The figures of input image, Restored image, DWT2 output image, idwt image, edge detected image, segmented skin lesion, segmented image are listed below in Fig. 2 to 4 shows a GUI for the image detected as Benign and Melanoma Fig. 5 and 6 shows a Polynomial curve fitting for Hausdorff dimension for benign and melanoma image . Used New TDS or proposed TDS to distinguish the image as melanoma or nonmelanoma. A Pearson Correlation [18] of 0.88 is achieved between the Traditional TDS and Proposed TDS which is shown in Fig. 7 . The Pearson correlation coefficient, often referred to as the Pearson R test, is a statistical formula that measures the strength between variables and relationships [19] . The qualities acquired by experimentation for Sensitivity and Specificity are 0.96 and 0.75 separately shown in Table 3 . Authors found that the coordinating project framework performed 85.5 % in recognizing the Melanoma skin disease. The Accuracy calculated from sensitivity and specificity is about 95% which is improved compared to earlier techniques. The results of part 2 shows shape features as the most prominent feature for early diagnosis of melanoma. Fig. 8 shows Ranks ordered to the features. Rank 2 is Statistical feature, color feature is in Rank 3, wavelet feature is in fifth position, and last Rank is Gabor feature. Table 2 shows comparison between investigation and system results for proposed TDS. www.ijacsa.thesai.org V. CONCLUSION Early melanoma skin cancer diagnostic system is more efficient using a proposed TDS where the sensitivity and accuracy is improved compared to other conventional methods. The cost and time taken to detect is lower in this proposed methodology. Shape feature are determined as the most prominent feature for detecting the melanoma at early stage.
